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Interactions among bacterial populations can have a profound influence on the structure and physiology of microbial 
communities, Interspecies microbial interactions begin to influence a biofilm during the initial stages of formation, 
bacterial attachment and surface colonization, and continue to influence the structure and physiology of the biofilm 
as it develops, Although the majority of research on bacterial interactions has utilized planktonic communities, the 
characteristics of biofilm growth (cell positions that are relatively stable and local areas of hindered diffusion) sug- 
gest that interspecies interactions may be more significant in biofilms, 
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Introduction 

Biofilms in most natural and many engineered environ- 
ments consist of a complex community of microorganisms 
rather than a single species (Figure 1). Microbial communi- 
ties often have capabilities greater than those of the individ- 
ual members alone and some processes, such as the min- 
eralization of certain xenobiotic contaminants, can only be 
performed by a community [25,43,57]. For example, Wol- 
faardt et al demonstrated that a mixed culture of nine bac- 
teria was capable of utilizing the herbicide diclofop methyl 
as a sole carbon and energy source although none of the 

Figure 1 Scanning confocal laser micrograph of a biofilm that developed 
on a glass surface in a modified Robbins device irrigated with river water. 
The biofilm was prepared for microscopy by fixation with glutaraldehyde 
and treatment with the protein-binding stain, rhodamine isothiocyanate. 
This image is a projection of twenty optical sections through the biofilm, 
obtained at 1-,~xm intervals. The biofilms that developed in this system 
were complex communities consisting of various bacterial morphotypes, 
as well as algae (diatoms) and protozoa 
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bacteria was capable of this process in monoculture [57]. 
These enhanced faculties are due to interactions among 
populations, which influence the function, stability, and 
flexibility of microbial communities [6]. 

Microbial interactions are commonly classified based on 
the effect of the interaction on each population in a binary 
system [6,15,35]. Neutralism occurs when neither popu- 
lation is affected by the presence of the other. Competition 
refers to an interaction where two populations are compet- 
ing for a growth-limiting nutrient and which is detrimental 
to both populations. When one population benefits from the 
presence or activity of the other while the benefactor is 
unaffected, the phenomenon is termed commensalism. An 
interaction where both populations benefit is mutuaIism, 
which includes obligatory interactions (symbiosis), facultat- 
ive interactions (protocooperation), or interactions that 
result in the enhanced production (or consumption) of a 
certain product (synergism). Protocooperation involving the 
mutual exchange of a growth factor or energy source 
(cross-feeding) is termed syntrophy. This term is also used 
to describe the interaction between H2-producing fermenta- 
tive bacteria and H2-consuming methanogens (syntrophic 
methanogenesis). Ammensalism refers to an interaction 
where one population has an indirect (not involving cell- 
cell contact) negative impact on another, such as the pro- 
duction of a bacteriocin by one species that inhibits the 
growth of another. Direct negative interactions include pre- 
dation, where one organism is consumed by another, and 
parisitism, where one organism is invaded intracellularly 
by another. Although this binary system classification is 
useful for defining interactions, in natural communities 
interactions can be complex and include mixed interactions, 
where more than one type of interaction occurs between 
two species, as well as interactions involving more than 
one species [61. 

This review focuses on the interactions between biofilm 
bacteria; however, interactions among other micro- and 
macroorganisms can also have a significant influence in 
biofilms. For example, interactions often occur between 
algae and bacteria [20] and many biofilm communities con- 
tain algal members. Predation within biofilms is also corn- 
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mon and has been demonstrated to influence the physiology 
of nitrifying biofilms [28]. Recent studies have also begun 
to examine the effect of parasitism on biofilms (Doolittle 
and Cooney, this issue). 

Physiological interactions among bacteria have been 
studied primarily in planktonic culture systems, but are 
more likely to occur in biofilms. Typically, biofilms have a 
heterogeneous structure with local areas of high cell density 
[ 12,26,48] and hindered diffusion [ 12,14,27]. These charac- 
teristics likely enhance physiological interactions involving 
the diffusion of nutrients and/or extracellular products. Fur- 
thermore, the positions of cells in biofilms are relatively 
stable, which may promote the development of interactions 
between adjacent populations. As discussed in this review, 
the processes of attachment, surface colonization, and 
biofilm development involve interactions that are specific 
to biofilms and other aggregated microbial communities, in 
addition to classical microbial interactions. 

B i o f i l m - s p e c i f i c  i n t e r a c t i o n s  

Interactions influencing adhesion and biofilm 
formation 
Bacterial interactions begin to influence a biofilm during 
the initial stages of biofilm development. The formation of 
a biofilm begins with the adsorption of molecules to a sur- 
face (ie, conditioning film formation), followed by bacterial 
adhesion and colonization. The conditioning film can have 
a significant effect on bacterial adhesion, which is depen- 
dent on both the type of substratum and the source of the 
molecules adsorbing to form the conditioning film [45]. 
McEldowney and Fletcher demonstrated that the adhesion 
of one bacterial species to a surface can have a negative, 
positive, or neutral influence upon another species, 
depending on the species involved and the nature of the 
substratum [34]. Inhibitory adhesion interactions may be 
due to one cell blocking the attachment site of another [4] 
or the secretion of inhibitory macromolecules that adsorb 
to the substratum and modify the conditioning film [34]. 
Positive interactions during adhesion may be due to an 
indirect mechanism whereby bacterial products modify the 
conditioning film or by a direct mechanism involving cell- 
cell contact. Direct interactions during adhesion have been 
demonstrated in dental plaque where specifc ligand recep- 
tor interactions cause interspecies coaggregation. This 
phenomenon has been reviewed recently by Kolenbrander 
[21]. Although the majority of coaggregation studies have 
involved planktonic bacteria, the attachment of one member 
of a coaggregating pair to hydroxyapatite can enhance the 
adhesion of the other member [10,46]. Nonetheless, other 
interactions may also be involved in adhesion of oral bac- 
teria. Cells of the mutans streptococci group adhered to 
other oral bacteria immobilized on a nitrocellulose filter 
even though they did not form coaggregates in suspension 
[24]. Overall, these observations demonstrate that inter- 
species interactions can begin to influence a biofilm during 
the initial stages of biofilm formation. 

The attachment of one species to a substratum is not 
always affected by the simultaneous or prior attachment of 
another [13,34]. Neutral adhesion interactions are likely 
due to separate binding sites on the substratum for each 

species. Multiple binding sites (high- and low-affinity) have 
even been reported within species [16,22]. For example, the 
attachment of a nonmotile mutant strain of Pseudomonas 
fluorescens to glass was not inhibited by the simultaneous 
attachment of the parent strain, suggesting that these strains 
occupied different binding sites [22]. The occurrence of an 
interaction during adhesion was dependent on the nature of 
the surface as well as the species involved [34]. This may 
be due to a variation in the mechanism of bacterial adhesion 
for different substrata. The adhesion of Vibrio proteolytica 
to a hydrophobic substratum was inhibited by proteases, 
whereas binding to a hydrophilic substratum was unaffected 
[38]. Thus, two species may have different binding sites 
on one substratum and not interact, while on a different 
substratum they may compete for the same binding site or 
produce an extracellular product which influences the 
attachment of another species. 

The interaction of bacterial species during adhesion and 
surface colonization probably has a significant effect on the 
population structure (ie, which species are present) of 
biofilm communities. Initial colonizing species could pro- 
mote the colonization of some species while inhibiting the 
adhesion of others, potentially recruiting species with 
which they are physiologically compatible. Further research 
is needed to elucidate the mechanisms of adhesion interac- 
tions as well as the role of these interactions in the structure 
and physiology of biofilm communities. 

Effect of interactions on biofilm thickness and 
stability 
Biofilms formed by microbial communities (ie, mixed- 
species biofilms) are often thicker and more stable than 
monospecies biofilms. For example, the mean thickness of 
Klebsiella pneumoniae and Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
monospecies biofilms in an annular reactor were 15 and 
30 txm, respectively, while a biofilm consisting of both 
species was 40 p,m thick [47]. This enhancement of biofilm 
thickness may be the result of one species enhancing the 
stability of another within a biofilm. The presence of 
Pseudomonas fluorescens enhanced biofilm formation by 
Aeromonas hydrophila, and surface coverage by mixed- 
species biofilms formed by A. hydrophila, P. fluorescens, 
and a coryneform was enhanced by the addition of Xantho- 
monas maltophila [13]. Similarly, a binary species biofilm 
consisting of P. fluorescens and K. pneumoniae detached 
from glass readily, but was more stable when a third spec- 
ies, P. aeruginosa, was added [49]. It is possible that one 
species copiously produces exopolymer that enhances the 
stability of other species within a biofilm and/or that stabil- 
izing interactions occur between polymers of the different 
species [34,51]. Biofilm stabilization can be considered a 
commensal interaction, where one species benefts from the 
ability of another to form a stable film. 

Classical bacterial interactions 

Neutralism 
Neutral interactions (ie, non-interactions) occur not only 
between populations that are too far apart spatially, but can 
also occur between closely-associated populations such as 
in yogurt starter cultures and activated sludge communities 



[6]. For example, the population densities of a Lactobacil- 
lus sp and a Streptococcus sp grown in continuous culture, 
using whey as a substrate, were similar in mixed-cultures 
and individual cultures of each species [31]. In this case, it 
was proposed that neutralism was due to a different growth- 
limiting nutrient for each species. In a relatively thick 
biofilm it seems unlikely that adjacent species would have a 
neutral relationship. Nonetheless, the product (cellular and 
extracellular carbon) formation rate as well as the glucose 
to oxygen consumption ratio of P. aeruginosa and K. pneu- 
moniae determined for monoculture biofilms in an annular 
reactor were unaffected when the organisms were grown 
as a mixed-species biofilm [47]. However, these bacteria 
formed a competitive relationship when cultivated in a 
packed-bed reactor system, with K. pneumoniae out-com- 
peting P. aeruginosa due to the faster growth rate of the 
former [50]. The differences in the nature of this interaction 
may be due to differences in the thickness of the biofilms 
and the diffusion of nutrients and metabolic wastes. The 
annular reactor biofilm was exposed to a higher shear and 
turbulent flow which probably resulted in more efficient 
nutrient and waste diffusion to both populations, eliminat- 
ing competitive effects�9 

Competit ion 
Competition for nutrients between bacteria in planktonic 
culture systems has received considerable study [35]. How- 
ever, the results of these studies cannot necessarily be 
extrapolated to biofilm systems. In a recent study of rumi- 
nal fibrolytic bacteria by Odenyo et al [37], using 16S 
rRNA probes to quantitate population proportions, it was 
demonstrated that although Ruminococcus flavefaciens out- 
competed Fibrobacter succinogenes when a soluble sub- 
strate (cellulose or cellobiose) was supplied, this compe- 
tition was eliminated when a particulate substrate (wheat 
straw) was used. Since the digestion of particulate sub- 
strates by cellulolytic bacteria often requires attachment to 
the substrette [8], the enhanced competitiveness of F. suc- 
cinogenes may be related to its ability to colonize the sub- 
stratum effectively. 

Competition in a biofilm can result in dominance by one 
population, but the other population often persists in the 
biofilm. Invasion of an established Hyphomicrobium sp 
biofilm by Pseudomonas putida resulted in dominance by 
P. putida, but the population of Hyphomicrobium sp cells 
remained constant [2]. Similarly, P. aeruginosa biofilms in 
a packed-bed reactor were outgrown by invading K. pneu- 
moniae cells but the P. aeruginosa population (although 
probably inactive) remained at relatively high numbers 
[50]. In both of the previously mentioned studies when the 
roles of the established population and invader were 
reversed, the same organism dominated the biofilm. The 
outcome of competition in these cases was dependent upon 
the growth rate of the species involved. However, compe- 
tition in natural microbial communities may have other 
mechanisms such as production of siderophores. 

A mmensalism 
Ammensalism occurs when one microorganism produces 
a compound that is inhibitory to another. Bacteriocins are 
antagonistic compounds produced by one species of bac- 
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teria that directly inhibit another. Ammensalism can also 
occur by an indirect mechanism, such as the production of 
organic acids by one species which lowers the medium pH 
and inhibits another species. A recent study by Odenyo et 
al [37] characterized an ammensal interaction between 
Ruminococcus albus and R. flavefaciens that was based on 
the production of a bacteriocin by R. albus [36]. This inter- 
action occurred when cells were grown on both soluble 
(cellulose) and insoluble (wheat straw) substrates indicating 

�9 . I  

that the mteracnon occurred during both planktonic and 
sessile growth. Further study of ammensalism in biofilms 
is required to understand the significance of this phenom- 
enon in nature and perhaps lead to novel biofilm control 
strategies. 

Commensal ism 
Commensal interactions occur when one population bene- 
fits and the other is unaffected. Such interactions are prob- 
ably common in biofilm systems. One type of commensal- 
ism involves the consumption of oxygen by aerobic and/or 
facultative microorganisms, allowing the growth of obligate 
anerobes. This interaction may be particularly significant in 
biofilms, where oxygen gradients are often created 
[12,14,30]. This type of interaction can play an important 
role in microbially-induced corrosion, where the creation 
of anaerobic microniches within the biofilm permits the 
growth of sulfate-reducing bacteria [19,29]. Commensalism 
involving oxygen consumption has also been investigated 
in dental plaque development, where an initially high pro- 
portion of aerobic bacteria declined with a concurrent 
increase in the number of anaerobic bacteria [40]. Fluor- 
escent antibody staining of dental plaque samples revealed 
that anaerobic Veillonella spp predominated in the deeper 
plaque layers, while aerobic species predominated in the 
upper layers [41]. Layering of aerobic and anaerobic bac- 
terial species has also been observed in waste-water treat- 
ment biofilms [1]. Other commensal interactions such as 
provision of a substrate to one species by another are prob- 
ably also common in biofilms, but have not received suf- 
ficient study. 

Protocooperation 
When each species benefits from the presence of the other, 
the interaction is termed protocooperation. This type of 
interaction has been demonstrated in many biofilm com- 
munities. In an alpine stream biofilm, a heterotrophic popu- 
lation utilized the excretion products of a phototrophic 
population [18]. This interaction likely enabled higher het- 
erotrophic cell density and activity than the oligotrophic 
environment would allow, and may also have reduced pho- 
tooxidative damage to the phototrophic population. Hetero- 
trophic bacteria are often directly associated with cyano- 
bacterial heterocysts in both planktonic and mat 
communities [33], and it is likely that such associations also 
exist in biofilm communities. Interactions between photo- 
trophic and heterotrophic biofilm populations may also be 
important for contaminant degradation in the environment. 
For example, the degradation of a pesticide by a bacterial 
consortium was enhanced by the presence of an alga, pre- 
sumably due to provision of alternative carbon sources to 
the bacteria by the alga [57]. 
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Protocooperative interactions often involve synergism, a 
situation where more of a particular compound is produced 
or consumed by a microbial community than by a single 
population. For example, the rate and extent of cellulose 
degradation of rumen isolates in vitro are only a fraction 
of the natural rates observed in the rumen [7]. Observations 
of biofilms on cellulose particles from the rumen revealed 
cellulolytic as well as noncellulolytic bacteria enmeshed in 
the exopolysaccharide matrix of the biofilm [9]. Addition 
of a noncellulolytic species, Treponema bryantii, to cultures 
of a cellulolytic species, Fibrobacter succinogenes or Rum- 
inococcus albus, resulted in an enhanced rate of cellulose 
degradation [23]. Presumably, T. bryantii utilized the 
hydrolytic products (eg, glucose or cellobiose) from the cel- 
lulolytic bacteria [23] which may repress and/or inhibit the 
cellulolytic enzymes [54]. However, this synergistic inter- 
action is dependent on the growth-rate of the cellulolytic 
species. The rate of cellulose degradation by slowly-grow- 
ing cultures of R. flavefaciens was enhanced by T. bryantii, 
but that of faster-growing cultures was not [3]. This differ- 
ence may be due to differences in the nature of the interac- 
tion at the different growth rates. R. flavefaciens cells in the 
slowly-growing cultures benefited from cellulolytic product 
removal by T. bryantii forming a protocooperative (and 
synergistic) interaction. While in the fast-growing cultures, 
the T. bryantii population may not have been able to scav- 
enge enough product to benefit the cellulolytic population 
and the interaction was commensal (and nonsynergistic). 
Thus, the activities of a biofilm community ultimately 
depend on the types of interactions occurring between the 
constituent populations. 

Interspecies hydrogen or formate transfer is the most 
extensively studied protocooperative interaction and is 
important in many methanogenic microbial communities. 
Methane is one of the main gases produced in the rumen, 
but is not produced by cellulolytic bacteria, fungi, or proto- 
zoa. The main products of cellulolytic microorganisms are 
formate, H2, and CO2, which can be utilized by methano- 
genic bacteria resulting in the reduction of CO2 or formate 
to CH4 [55]. The production of hydrogen by fermentative 
bacteria is thermodynamically favorable only at a low 
hydrogen partial pressure, which is created by the utiliz- 
ation of hydrogen by the methanogens. Utilization of for- 
mate or H2 by the methanogens shifts the products of the 
fermentative bacteria by preventing the accumulation of 
reduced nucleotides [58]. This interaction benefits both 
populations because the methanogens receive a substrate 
and the shift in fermentation products increases the molar 
ATP yield for the fermentative bacteria [41,58]. 

The relationship between interspecies hydrogen transfer 
(IHT) and biofilm architecture is unclear. The partial press- 
ure of hydrogen in the fluid phase of floc-containing anaer- 
obic digestors was too high to account for the rates of 
methanogenesis in these reactors, which suggest that IHT 
occurred within the floc fraction [11,52]. Thiele et aI [52] 
concluded that microbial aggregates from an anaerobic 
digestor had a lattice structure, with a mixed species distri- 
bution rather than segregation of species or compartmental- 
ized structure. However, other investigators described dis- 
tinctly layered organization of both methanogenic microbial 
aggregates [5,32] and biofilms [42]. These differences in 

aggregate or biofilm structure may reflect differences in the 
communities developing in these systems, hydrolytic 
metabolism from the reactor producing the lattice-type 
granules was associated with the planktonic phase rather 
than the floc phase [53]. Whereas in the layered aggregates, 
hydrolytic bacteria were presumably located in the floc 
fraction [5,32]. The rumen bacteria, Methanobrevibacter 
smithii and R. flavefaciens, form a typical IHT interaction 
when cultured as biofilms on cellulose particles [3]. Exam- 
ination of fluorescent antibody-stained preparations of these 
biofilms revealed that the methanogen, M. smithii, formed 
discrete microcolonies [3], rather than mixed microcolonies 
that are often assumed to form in interspecies hydrogen 
transfer interactions [39,44,52,58]. 

Biofilm architecture may also be important in other pro- 
tocooperative interactions. A degradative community for- 
med a specific biofilm architecture when grown on aromatic 
ring compounds that was not apparent when the biofilm 
was supplied with more labile substrates [56]. Microscopy 
of biofilms formed during protocooperative cellulose diges- 
tion by R. flavefaciens and T. bryantii revealed that cellulo- 
lytic R. flavefaciens cells were attached directly to cellulose 
particles, while the spirochete, T. bryantii, was located in 
the upper biofilm layers [3]. This spatial arrangement and 
the mobility of spirochetes in viscous environments [17] 
suggest that this organism may move through the biofilm, 
scavenging the products of the cellulolytic bacteria. 

Conclusions 

Interspecies bacterial interactions have a profound influence 
on the formation, structure, and physiology of biofilms. 
Initial interactions during bacterial adhesion determine the 
community structure (ie, which species are present) of the 
developing biofilm. As biofilm accumulation proceeds, sta- 
bilizing interactions between species lead to increased 
biofilm thickness and stability. Physiological interactions 
between microbial populations increase the metabolic 
flexibility of the community and may influence biofilm 
architecture. Many industrial and natural biofilm processes 
are more efficient with microbial communities than with 
single-species culture (or can only be accomplished by a 
community). Further study of microbial interactions in 
biofilms will lead to a better understanding of these pro- 
cesses and how they can be improved. 
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